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Mecanic

The moving video wall in action under the Fremont street dome
Installation in Vegas, the screens 
columns are apart

Installation in Vegas, the screens 
columns are regrouped

Catwalk in the header

Tests on the mechnical header 
in SE Studio

Tests in our Studio with the 
moving columns and few screens 
installed on the columnsThe video wall is comprised of a mechnical 

header that allows the columns supporting the 
video screens to be brought together or to be 
separated from one another at the discretion of 
the video programmation.

The mechanical movement is insured by cisor 
like structures which are actuated by a cables 
and pulleys system. It is a simple, effective and 
easy to maintain system.  The last column, at 
the far right, is fixed and all the others translate 
slowly in a proportional manner.

Four structural columns are attached to the 
existing building on which the header is bolted. 
Two beams, under the header on the columns, 
allow guidance for the video screen columns in 
their translation.

The header part is made of steel and the 
screens columns are made of aluminum. They 
both have a marine paint finish adapted to 
Vegas meteorological conditions.

The design and fabrication have taken into 
account the set up conditions since the space 
available under the dome and the traffic on 
Fremont street did not allow a continuous set 
up over few days. We proceeded in sequence 
with night shifts in order to have less impact on 
the activities in this very popular part of Vegas.

The system, with its sleek design will be able 
to be easily updated in the next few the years.

MOVING VIDEO WALL
The D HOTEL

Réalisations.net has again challenged Scène Éthique to design and built a mechancial element 
that would enhance an Hotel-Casino in Vegas. In fact, the former Hotel-Casino Fitzgeralds has 
completed its transformation to become the D in Las Vegas. Located on Fremont Street, under the 
largest video screen in the world, the video wall invites the patrons to climb the escalator towards 
the D HOTEL Casino.


